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Abstract: Attribute-based encryption with keyword search (ABEKS) is a novel
cryptographic paradigm that can be used to implement fine-grained access control
and retrieve ciphertexts without disclosing the sensitive information. It is a perfect
combination of attribute-based encryption (ABE) and public key encryption with
keyword search (PEKS). Nevertheless, most of the existing ABEKS schemes
have limited search capabilities and only support single or simple conjunctive
keyword search. Due to the weak search capability and inaccurate search results,
it is difficult to apply these schemes to practical applications. In this paper, an effi-
cient expressive ABEKS (EABEKS) scheme supporting unbounded keyword uni-
verse over prime-order groups is designed, which supplies the expressive
keyword search function supporting the logical connectives of “AND” and
“OR”. The proposed scheme not only leads to low computation and communica-
tion costs, but also supports unbounded keyword universe. In the standard model,
the scheme is proven to be secure under the chosen keyword attack and the cho-
sen plaintext attack. The comparison analysis and experimental results show that
it has better performance than the existing EABEKS schemes in the storage, com-
putation and communication costs.

Keywords: Searchable encryption; expressive keyword search; attribute-based
encryption; unbounded keyword universe; prime-order group

1 Introduction

In recent years, the infrastructure of Internet has been upgraded greatly. Consequently, the cost of data
transmission has been reduced. These favorable conditions make cloud storage appear. Compared with data
sharing by other ways (e.g., email), cloud data sharing avoids the single point transmission of data and
provides great convenience. Today, cloud storage has become an indispensable part of people’s life and work.

Although cloud storage has many advantages, it brings new challenges to data security. Data storage
service is usually provided by some entities who are often thought to be honest-but-curious or even
untrusted. Therefore, it is not advisable to upload data plaintexts directly to cloud because the outer
adversary and the server in the cloud are able to easily achieve all information. How to protect data
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privacy has become the focus issue in cloud storage environment. Encryption is a necessary step to protect
data privacy. But new problems arise after data encryption:

1. How to retrieve the data. Encryption ensures the security of data, but it is difficult for the data receiver
to search specific files from cloud. It is not advisable to distinguish files by plaintext labels, because
the plaintext labels describe the content of files and inevitably reveal private information.

2. How to access control. The receiver needs to access data files according to his/her authority, but
simple encryption cannot achieve this requirement.

PEKS (public key encryption with keyword search), which was originally introduced by Boneh et al. in
[1], can effectively handle the above first issue. To make the ciphertexts searchable, the data owner needs to
attach a keyword ciphertext to a data ciphertext to create a searchable ciphertext. The data user needs to
generate a searchable token of the search keyword for the storage server using his/her own private key, so
that the server can execute a search algorithm to find all matching data ciphertexts. During ciphertext
retrieval, no privacy information (either the data content or the search keyword) would be revealed to the
server.

The PEKS scheme only allows single keyword search and may result in rough results that do not meet
the users’ requirements because a data file is often related to several keywords. Therefore, the multi-keyword
search function is extremely essential. In [2], Park et al. proposed the first PEKS scheme that can execute
multi-keyword search, namely public key encryption with conjunctive keyword search (PECKS). But
PECKS just implements simple conjunctive connection of multiple keywords. When a user wants to find
the files attached with the keywords “important” or “urgent”, he/she has to search twice. To address this
issue, some scholars [3,4] put forward more flexible multi-keyword search encryption method that
supports expressive search predicates formed by the logical expression of “AND” and “OR”, namely
expressive PEKS (EPEKS). As shown in Fig. 1 [5], an EPEKS system contains three parties: sender,
receiver and storage server. The sender sends the server the ciphertexts attached with searchable
encrypted labels, which are associated with a keyword set. The receiver generates the trapdoor based on
the logical expression of keywords (shown as a logical tree in Fig. 1) and sends it to the storage server.
Once receiving the trapdoor, the storage server executes a test algorithm to find the ciphertexts that match
the trapdoor, and sends the receiver all matching ciphertexts finally.

Figure 1: System framework of EPEKS
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Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is a novel paradigm of public key cryptography. In ABE, only if the
attribute set satisfies the given access structure, a user can recover the plaintext from a ciphertext correctly.
Therefore, ABE has strong access control ability [6], which can be used to solve the second issue mentioned
above. So far, many different ABE schemes have been proposed. Among them, the scheme which inserts the
access structures into the users’ private keys is key-policy ABE (KP-ABE), while the scheme that inserts the
access structures into the ciphertexts is ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE). Attribute-based encryption with
keyword search (ABEKS) was originally presented by Lai et al. in [3], which combines the functions of
both PEKS and ABE. It simultaneously realizes the ciphertext retrieval and the fine-grained access
control. Because ABEKS well meets the practical application requirements, it has become a hotspot of
current research. In [7], Han et al. introduced the idea of expressive keyword search into ABEKS and put
forward the first expressive ABEKS (EABEKS) scheme. Fig. 2 shows the system framework of a key-
policy EABEKS scheme. In key-policy EABEKS, a trusted center (TC) is responsible for distributing a
private key to every user according to the attribute-based access structure. The sender generates the
searchable ciphertexts according to an attribute set and a keyword set, then sends the cloud server
the ciphertexts. To retrieve ciphertexts on the server, the receiver needs requesting the trapdoor of the
keyword-based search predicate from the TC and then sends the cloud server the trapdoor. After the
server finishes searching operation, the ciphertexts matching the trapdoor are returned to the receiver. In a
ciphertext-policy EABEKS system, the ciphertexts are associated with the attribute-based access
structures, while the users’ private keys are produced according to their attributes.

1.1 Related Works

Song et al. [8] first proposed the definition of searchable encryption under the symmetric cryptosystem.
The searchable encryption scheme under the public key system was presented by Boneh et al. [1], which also
gave a general transformation from identity-based encryption (IBE) to PEKS. Since then, many improved
schemes [9–22] involving security, performance, function were presented. After Park et al. [2] put
forward a PECKS scheme which supports joint keyword search, many works [23–27] have been

Figure 2: System framework of key-policy EABEKS
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committed to reducing the computation cost and the trapdoor length. Lai et al. [3] firstly camp up with an
EPEKS scheme that was constructed from the fully secure KP-ABE scheme presented in [28]. Later, Lv
et al. [4] presented an EPEKS scheme supporting boolean logic combination of “AND”, “OR” and
“NOT”. However, the above two schemes are based on the composite-order groups, which leads to low
efficiency because the composite-order groups have longer elements and higher computation costs than
the prime-order groups. In [29], Cui et al. inserted the linear secret sharing scheme (LSSS) structure into
PEKS and constructed an EPEKS scheme over the prime-order groups. However, its efficiency is far
from practical use. Therefore, the design of efficient and practical EPEKS schemes over the prime-order
groups is still a problem worth studying.

The history of ABE was originated from 1984. In that year, the definition of identity-based signature
(IBS) was put forward by Shamir [30]. Until 2001, the practical IBE scheme was presented by Boneh
et al. [31] for the first time. Later, Sahai et al. [32] put forward a fuzzy IBE (FIBE) scheme that was
considered as the rudiment of ABE. The KP-ABE scheme was first presented by Goval et al. [33]. The
KP-ABE solution for the large universe was proposed by Lewko et al. [34], and the construction based
on the prime-order group was implemented by Lewko [35]. The subsequent improved KP-ABE schemes
can be reviewed in [36–39]. Bethencourt et al. [40] proposed the CP-ABE scheme for the first time.
Subsequently, several improved schemes [41–43] were presented.

In [3], Lai et al. put forward a key-policy ABEKS scheme by combining KP-ABE with PEKS. At the
same year, Wang et al. [44] also put forward an ABEKS scheme based on ciphertext-policy. After that,
ABEKS quickly became a research hotspot and many schemes were designed, e.g., [44–49]. However,
most of the existing ABEKS schemes have limited search capabilities and only support single or simple
conjunctive keyword search. In [7], Han et al. showed a general transformation from KP-ABE to
ciphertext-policy ABEKS and gave the first EABEKS scheme. Han et al.’s EABEKS scheme is based on
the composite-order groups and thus suffers from poor efficiency. In [50], Meng et al. put forward a key-
policy EABEKS scheme over the prime-order groups. However, the performance of Meng et al.’s scheme
will deteriorate rapidly with the growth in the number of system keywords. Therefore, it cannot be
applied to the applications with unbounded keyword universe.

Tab. 1 summarizes the characteristics of different frameworks of searchable public key encryption
schemes mentioned above.

1.2 Our Contributions

We present a novel EABEKS scheme over the prime-order groups that supports unbounded keyword
universe. The proposed scheme can efficiently convert any monotonic boolean search predicate

Table 1: Different frameworks of searchable public key encryption

Framework Keyword search type Application
scenarios

Supporting fine-grained
access control?

References

PEKS single keywork single receiver no [1,8–22]

PECKS conjunctive multi-keywords single receiver no [2,23–27]

EPEKS boolean multi-keywords single receiver no [3,4,28–29]

ABEKS single keywork/conjunctive
multi-keywork

multi-receivers yes [44–49]

EABEKS boolean multi-keywords multi-receivers yes [7,50]
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(expressed by the logical connectives “AND” and “OR”) into a LSSS matrix and hence supply the expressive
keyword search function. Interestingly, its performance is independent on the sizes of both the system
keyword universe and attribute universe. Therefore, the scheme is very suitable for the applications with
large keyword or attribute universe. We believe that our EABEKS scheme is the first one that supports
both unbounded keyword and attribute universes. The security proofs without the random model
demonstrate that it is secure against chosen keyword attack and chosen plaintext attack. Compared with
the existing EABEKS schemes, it has the merits of low storage, computation and communication costs.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Bilinear Map and Complexity Assumptions

Let G and GT be two groups of prime order p. The bilinear pairing is a bilinear map e: G × G→ GT that
possess the following properties:

1) Bilinearity: ∀m, n ∈ G and x, y ∈ Z�
p , e(m

x, ny) = e(m, n)xy.

2) Non-degeneracy: ∃m, n ∈ G, e(m, n) ≠ 1.

For the sake of simplicity, we call (p, G, GT, g, e) the bilinear groups, where g is the generator of the
group G. The security of the proposed EABEKS scheme is based on the decisional (q-1) assumption and
the decisional (q-2) assumption [5].

Definition 1. Let q be an integer and (p, G, GT, g, e) be the bilinear groups. The decisional (q-1)
assumption is: given following elements

g; gy

gx
i
; gbj ; gybj ; gx

ibj ; gx
i=b2j 8ði; jÞ 2 ½q; q�

gx
i=bj 8ði; jÞ 2 ½2q; q�; i 6¼ qþ 1

g
xibj=b2

j0 8ði; j; j0Þ 2 ½2q; q; q�; j 6¼ j0

gyx
ibj=bj0 ;g

yxibj=b2
j0 8ði; j; j0Þ 2 ½q; q; q�; j 6¼ j0

in G, it is hard to differentiate eðg; gÞyxqþ1

from a

random element T in GT for any polynomial-time (PT) adversary, where t; x; y; b1; b2;…; bq are chosen
randomly from Z�

p .

The decisional (q-1) assumption declares that for any PT adversary A, its advantage AdvA in working out the
decisional (q-1) problem is negligible. The advantageAdvA in solving the decisional (q-1) problem is defined as

jPr½A S; eðg; gÞyxqþ1
� �

¼ 1 � Pr� ½A S;Tð Þ ¼ 1 j T 2 GT �j (1)

where S stands for the set of above-mentioned parameters.

Definition 2. Let q be an integer and (p, G, GT, g, e) be the bilinear groups. The decisional (q-2)
assumption is: given following elements

g; gx; gy; gz; gðxzÞ
2

gbi ; gxzbi ; gxz=bi ; gx
2zbi ; gy=b

2
i ; gy

2=b2i 8i 2 ½q�
gxzbi=bj ; gybi=b

2
j ; gxyzbi=bj ; gðxzÞ

2bi=bj 8i; j 2 ½q�; i 6¼ j

in G, it is hard to differentiate e(g, g)xyz from a

random element T in GT for any polynomial-time (PT) adversary. Here x, y, z, b1, …, bq are chosen
randomly from Z�

p .
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The decisional (q-2) assumption declares that for any PT adversary A, its advantage AdvA in working out
the decisional (q-2) problem is negligible. The advantage AdvA in solving the decisional (q-2) problem is
defined as

jPr½A S; e g; gð Þxyzð Þ ¼ 1 � Pr� ½A S; Tð Þ ¼ 1 j T 2 GT �j (2)

where S stands for the set of above-mentioned parameters.

2.2 Access Structure and Linear Secret Sharing Scheme

Let the system attribute/keyword universe beU. The access structure F defined onU comes from a set of
attributes/keywords which is not empty, i.e., F ⊆ 2U/{Ø}. Only the sets which belong to F can be defined as
the authorized sets. Otherwise, they are unauthorized. An access structure F can be defined to be monotone
when it meets if ∀B, C ∈ F and B ⊆ C, then C ∈ F.

Definition 3. Let p be a prime and U be an universe of parties. A secret-sharing scheme Π is linear over
Z�
p based on the universe U when it meets the following conditions:

1) Every share of the parties forms a vector based on Z�
p .

2) MA is a l × n matrix which can generate each different shares. There exists mapping
q : f1; . . . ; lg ! U so that qðiÞ(i ¼ 1; . . . ; l) links i-row of MA with the party from U. Set vector
~v ¼ l; r2; . . . ; rnð Þ, in which l 2 Z�

p is a sharing secret and r2; . . . rn 2 Z�
p are random integers. Then, MA~v

has l shares of secret and MA~vð Þi belongs to qðiÞ.
A LSSS can be linearly reconstructed. Assuming that Π is a LSSS for the access policy P ¼ ðMA;qÞ,

A 2 P is an authorized set. Let I � 1; . . . ; lgf as I ¼ ijqðiÞ 2 Agf .There exists constants xi 2 Z�
p

o
i2I

n
that

satisfies
P

i2I xivi ¼ l where vigf are valid shares of secret µ.

2.3 Framework of EABEKS and Security Definitions

The framework of an EABEKS scheme includes the following six algorithms:

1) Setup(f). A trusted central authority (TCA) runs the algorithm. It inputs a security parameter f, and
produces the public parameters PP and a master secret keyMSK.MSK is kept secret while PP is made public.

2) KeyGen(PP, MSK, AST). TCA runs the algorithm. It inputs PP, MSK and an attribute set AST, and
returns a private key SKAST corresponding to AST.

3) Encrypt(PP,M, FS ,WS). Data sender runs the algorithm. It inputs PP, a messageM, an attribute access
structure FS and a keyword set WS, and returns a ciphertext CT.

4) Trapdoor(PP,MSK, P). TCA runs the algorithm. It inputs PP,MSK and a keyword search predicate P,
and produces a search trapdoor TP of the predicate P.

5) Test(PP, TP, CT). This algorithm is executed by the server and takes PP, TP and CT as inputs. It outputs
1 if CT matches TP or 0 else.

6) Decrypt(PP, SKAST, CT). The receiver runs the algorithm which takes PP, SKAST and CT as inputs. If
the attribute set AST encoded in SKAST meets the access structure FS embedded in CT, it returns the message
M. Otherwise, the receiver fails to decrypt.

An EABEKS scheme should ensure that the keyword ciphertext and the message ciphertext are both
indistinguishable. The security of an EABEKS scheme can be defined by the following two adversarial
games which are executed between an adversary A and a challenger Ch .

The keyword ciphertext indistinguishability of the EABEKS scheme is defined by the following
adversary game:
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1) Init. A submits two different equal-size keyword sets WS0 and WS1.

2) Setup. Ch runs Setup algorithm to obtain PP and MSK. MSK is kept secret and PP is given to A.

3) Phase 1. A adaptively queries trapdoor TP of any search predicate P, but with the restriction that WS0
and WS1 do not satisfy P. Ch executes the algorithm Trapdoor(PP, MSK, P) and returns A the result.

4) Challenge. A submits an access structure F and the messageM. Ch selects the bit b ∈ {0, 1} randomly.
Then, it executes the algorithm Encrypt(PP, M, FS ,WSb) to produce a challenge ciphertext CT* and sends it
to A.

5) Phase 2. Consistent with Phase 1.

6) Guess. The adversary A outputs b0∈{0, 1} and succeeds if b = b0. A's advantage is defined as:

AdvA ¼ Pr½b ¼ b0� � 1=2j j: (3)

Definition 4. An EABEKS scheme is indistinguishable against chosen keyword attack (IND-CKA) if
any PT adversary’s advantage in the above game is negligible.

The message ciphertext indistinguishability of an EABEKS scheme is defined by the next game:

1) Init. A submits an access structure FS as its challenge.

2) Setup. Ch runs Setup algorithm to obtain PP and MSK. MSK is kept secret and PP is given to A.

3) Phase 1. A adaptively queries the SKAST of any attribute set AST, but with the restriction that AST does
not satisfy FS. Ch executes the algorithm KeyGen (PP, MSK, AST) and returns A the result.

4) Challenge. A submits a keyword setWS and two messageM0,M1 of same length. Ch selects a bit b ∈
{0, 1} randomly. Then, it executes the algorithm Encrypt(PP,Mb, FS ,WS) to produce a challenge ciphertext
CT* and sends it to A.

5) Phase 2. Consistent with Phase 1.

6) Guess. The adversary A outputs b0∈{0, 1} and succeeds if b = b0. A’s advantage can be calculated
as:

AdvA ¼ Pr½b ¼ b0� � 1=2j j: (4)

Definition 5. An EABEKS scheme is indistinguishable against chosen plaintext attack (IND-CPA) if
any PT adversary’s advantage in the above game is negligible.

3 The Proposed EABEKS Scheme

The proposed EABEKS scheme is described as below:

1) Setup(f). The algorithm creates the bilinear groups (p, G, GT, g, e); picks four elements u, h, w, v ∈ G
and two numbers α, β ∈ Z�

p randomly; sets the public parameters PP = (p, G, GT, e, g, u, h, w, v, e(g, g)
α, e(g,

g)β) and the master key MSK = (α, β).

2) KeyGen(PP, MSK, AST). The algorithm chooses κ+1 numbers c; c1; c2…; cj 2 Z�
p randomly and

calculates K0 ¼ gbwc, K1 ¼ gc, Kt;2 ¼ gct , Kt;3 ¼ ðuAthÞctv�c where At 2 AST , y ∈ [κ], [κ] = {i ∈Z�
p | i <

κ}. Finally, it outputs SKAST¼ðAST ;K0;K1; fKt;2;Kt;3gt2½j�Þ as the private key.
3) Encrypt(PP, M, FS , WS). The algorithm first picks a random vector ~w ¼ ðw;w2;…;wnÞ> and

computes ~l ¼ ðl1; l2;…; liÞ> ¼ MA~w, where w;w2;…;wn 2 Z�
p and MA is the matrix corresponding to

FS which is used to generate the shares. Then, it randomly chooses ι numbers &1; &2;…; &i 2 Z�
p , calculates

CM ¼ M � eðg; gÞbw, C1 ¼ gw, Ct;A1 ¼ wltv&t , Ct;A2 ¼ ðuqðtÞhÞ�&t , Ct;A3 ¼ g&t and sets
CTM ¼ ðFS;CM ;C1; fCt;A1; Ct;A2;Ct;A3gt2½i�Þ, where q is a function used to link every row of MA to the
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attribute in the access structure. The algorithm also randomly selects k+1 numbers s; r1; r2…; rk 2 Z�
p ,

computes C ¼ CM � eðg; gÞas, C0 ¼ gs, Cs;K1 ¼ grs , Cs;K2 ¼ ðuWshÞrsw�s where Ws 2 WS, s 2 k½ �,
k½ � ¼ 1; 2; � � � kf g and sets CTK ¼ ðC;C0; fCs;K1;Cs;K2gs2½k�Þ. The final searchable ciphertext is
CT ¼ ðCTM ;CTKÞ.

4) Trapdoor(PP,MSK, P). The algorithm creates an access structure FP according to the search predicate
P and choose ~� ¼ ða; y2; . . . ; ynÞ> to calculate ~� ¼ ð�1; �2; . . . ; �lÞ? ¼ MA~y, where y2;…; yn 2 Z�

pand the
matrix MA is linked with FP. It then selects l numbers t1; t2;…; tl 2 Z�

p to calculate Ts;0¼g�swts ,
Ts;1 ¼ uq sð Þh

� ��ts and Ts;2 ¼ gts for each τ ∈ [l]. The trapdoor is TP¼ðMA; fTs;0;Ts;1;Ts;2gs2½l�Þ.
5) Test(PP, TP, CT). Define I as the minimum subset satisfying FP and IFP is the set of all Is. The server

extracts IFP according to MA and decides if exists an I 2 IFP fulfilling

CM ¼ CQ
i2I e C0;Ti;0

� �
e Cs;K1; Ti;1
� �

e Cs;K2; Ti;2
� �� �xi

(5)

where fxi 2 Zpgi2I . If the above equation fails, output 0; else return 1.

Obviously, if the keyword set WS is authorized, then
P

i2I xi�i ¼ a holds. Therefore, we can deduce
that

Q
i2I e C0;Ti;0

� �
e Cs;K1;Ti;1
� �

e Cs;K2; Ti;2
� �� �xi =

Q
i2I

e g; gð Þsxi�i
Q
i2I

e g; uq ið Þh
� �rstixi e g;wð Þ�stixi¼e g; gð Þas.

Thus, the test algorithm is correct.

6)Decrypt(PP, SKAST, CT). This algorithm computes IFP according to the matrixMA based on the access
structure FP and determines if there exists an I 2 IFP fulfilling

B ¼ eðC1;K0ÞQ
qðiÞ2ATS e Ci;A1;K1

� �
e Ci;A1;Kt;2
� �

e Ci;A3;Kt;2
� �� �xi

(6)

in which fxi 2 Z�
pgi2I . If so, it outputs M ¼ CM=B.

If AST is an authorized set, then
P

qðiÞ2AST xili ¼ w holds. Therefore, we can deduce that

B ¼ eðg; gÞbweðg;wÞcwQ
qðiÞ2AST eðg;wÞcxili eðg; vÞc&ixi eðg; uqðiÞhÞ�ct&ixi eðg; vÞ�c&ixi

¼ eðg; gÞbweðg;wÞcw

eðg;wÞc
P

qðiÞ2AST xili
¼ eðg; gÞbw (7)

Thence, the above Decrypt algorithm can correctly decrypt the ciphertext.

Next, we prove the security of the proposed scheme.

Theorem 1. If the (q-2) decisional assumption holds, then the proposed EABEKS scheme achieves the
IND-CKA security in the standard model.

Proof. Assume that there exists a PT adversary A that has an advantage ε in breaking the IND-CKA
security of our EABEKS scheme, then an algorithm B can be created to settle the decisional (q-2)
problem with same advantage ε.

Suppose an instance of the decisional (q-1) problem is given to the algorithm B as follows.

p;G;GT ; e; g; gx; gy; gz; gðxzÞ
2

gbi ; gxzbi ; gxz=bi ; gx
2zbi ; gy=b

2
i ; gy

2=b2i 8i 2 ½q�
gxzbi=bj ; gybi=b

2
j ; gxyzbi=bj ; gxyzbi=bj 8i; j 2 ½q�; i 6¼ j

T

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;
, in which g ∈ G, x; y; z; b1;…; bq 2 Z�

p and T ∈ GT.

The goal of the algorithm B is to determine whether T = e(g, g)xyz. For this purpose, B plays the role of
challenger and interacts with the adversary A in the following game.
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1) Init. Algorithm B gets two keyword sets WS0 and WS1 given by A. Assume that both WS0 and WS1
contain k (k ≤ q) diverse keywords.

2) Setup. Algorithm B first selects β ∈ {0, 1} at random. Next, it randomly selects four integers

~u; ~h;~v;b 2 Zp and calculates: e(g, g)α = e(gx, gy), w ¼ gx,u ¼ g~u �Qi2½k� g
y=b2i , v ¼ g~v and

h ¼ g
~h �Qi2½k� g

xy=bi �Qi2½k� ðgy=b
2
i Þ�A�

i . Then, PP = (p, G,GT , e, g, u, h, w, v, eðg; gÞa, eðg; gÞb) is sent to
A. Note that α in MSK is implicitly set to be xy.

3) Phase 1. For every trapdoor query from adversary A, B first generates an access structure
FP ¼ ðMA;qÞ and then replies with the corresponding trapdoor for each search predicate P queried by the
adversary A. Notice that FP cannot satisfied by either WS0 or WS1. Since WSβ is not an authorized set,
there is a vector ~x ¼ ðx1;…;xnÞ? 2 Zn

p such that ω1 = 1 and MAi � ~x = 0 for all (i ∈ [l], ρ(i) ∈ ASTβ).
The sharing vector is ~y ¼ xy~xþ ð0;~y2;~y3;…;~ynÞ?, where ~y2;~y3;…;~yn are randomly selected in Zp. For
every row τ ∈ [l], the share is λτ = MAτ~y= xy(MAτ ~x) + (MAτ ð0;~y2;~y3;…;~ynÞ?) = xy(MAτ ~x) +~�s.

For every row ofMA, when ρ(τ) ∈WSβ,MAτ ~x = 0. In this case λτ = ~�s, B chooses an element tτ ∈ Zp at
random and then runs the Trapdoor algorithm to output trapdoor.

Under other circumstances, if ρ(τ) ∉ WSβ, B arbitrarily picks l elements

f~tsj~ts 2 Zp; s 2 ½l�g and lets ts ¼ �yðMAs � ~xÞ þ
P
i2½k�

xzbiðMAi � ~xÞ
qðsÞ �Wi

þ~ts. After that, by the

following calculation, we can get a correct trapdoor:

Ts;0 ¼ g�swts¼ gxyðMAs�~xÞþ~�s � g
�xyðMAs�~xÞþ

P
i2½k�

x2zbiðMAs � ~xÞ
qðsÞ �Wi � w~ts¼ g

~�s � Q
i2½n�

ðgx2zbiÞðMAs�~xÞ=ðqðsÞ�WiÞ � w~ts ,

Ts;1 ¼ uq sð Þh
� ��ts=ðgqðsÞ~uþ~h � Q

i2½n�
gxz=bi �Q

i2k
gyðqðsÞ�WiÞ=b2i Þ

yðMAs�~xÞ�
P

i2½k�
xzbiðMAs � ~xÞ
qðsÞ �Wi � ðuqðsÞhÞ�~ts=

gyðMAs�~xÞðqðsÞ~uþ~hÞ� Q
i2½k�

g�xzbiðqðsÞ~uþ~hÞðMAs�~xÞ=ðqðsÞ�WiÞ� Q
i2½k�

gxyzðMAs�~xÞ=bi � Q
ði;jÞ2½k;k�

g�ðxzÞ2bjðMAs�~xÞ=biðqðsÞ�WiÞ�
Q
i2½k�

gy
2ðMAs�~xÞðqðsÞ�WiÞ=b2i � Q

ði;jÞ2½k;k�
g�xyzðMAs�~xÞbjðqðsÞ�WiÞ=b2i ðqðsÞ�WiÞ � ðuqðsÞhÞ�~ts=

Q
i2½k�

ðgxzbiÞ�ðqðsÞ~uþ~hÞðMAs�~xÞ=ðqðsÞ�WiÞ� ðgyÞðMAs�~xÞðqðsÞ~uþ~hÞ� Q
ði;jÞ2½k;k�

ðgðxzÞ2bj=biÞ�ðMAs�~xÞ=ðqðsÞ�WiÞ�
Q
i2½k�

ðgy2=b2i ÞðMAs�~xÞðqðsÞ�WiÞ� Q
ði;jÞ2½k;k�

i 6¼j

ðgxyzbj=b2i Þ�ðMAs�~xÞðqðsÞ�WiÞ=ðqðsÞ�WiÞ � ðuqðsÞhÞ�~ts , Ts;2 ¼ gts ¼ ðgyÞ�ðMAs�~xÞ�
Q
i2½k�

ðgxzbiÞðMAs�~xÞ=ðqðsÞ�WiÞ � g~ts .

4) Challenge. A sends B a message M and an access structure. B runs the algorithm Encrypt to create
CTM . Then B lets s = z and rτ = bτ for every τ ∈ [k], computes C ¼ CM � T , C0 ¼ gs ¼ gz,

Cs;K1 ¼ grs ¼ gbs and Cs;K2 ¼ ðuWshÞrs � x�s ¼ gbsðuWsþ~hÞ � Q
i2½k�

gxzbs=bi
Q
i2½k�

gybsðWk�WiÞ=b2i � g�xz=

Q
i2½k�
i 6¼s

ðgybs=b2i ÞWs�Wi �ðgbsÞ~uWsþ~h � Q
i2½k�
i 6¼s

gxzbs=bi , where CM is contained in CTM. Finally, the algorithm B

sends CT ¼ ðCTM ;CTKÞ to A as the challenge ciphertext.

5) Phase 2. Consistent with Phase 1.

6) Guess. Finally, the adversary A produces its guess b0∈{0, 1} for β. If b0 ¼ b, B returns 1. On the
contrary, the returned result is 0.
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It is clear that if T = e(g, g)xyz, then the challenge ciphertext is legal and valid to A. Therefore, Pr
[b0 ¼ b] = 1/2 ± ε. On the contrary, the ciphertext is illegal and therefore Pr[b0 ¼ b] = 1/2. Therefore, B's
advantage in handling the given decisional (q-2) problem is |1/2 ± ε - 1/2| = ε.

This proves Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. If the (q-1) decisional assumption holds, then the proposed EABEKS scheme achieves the
IND-CPA security in the standard model.

Proof. Assume that there exists a PT adversary A which has an advantage ε in breaking the IND-CPA
security of our EABEKS scheme, then an algorithm B can be created to settle the decisional (q-1)
problem with same advantage ε.

Suppose an instance of the decisional (q-1) problem is given to the algorithm B as follows.

g; gy

gx
i
; gbj ; gybj ; gx

ibj ; gx
i=b2j 8ði; jÞ 2 ½q; q�

gx
i=bj 8ði; jÞ 2 ½2q; q�; i 6¼ qþ 1

g
xibj=b2

j0 8ði; j; j0Þ 2 ½2q; q; q�; j 6¼ j0

gyx
ibj=bj0 ;g

yxibj=b2
j0 8ði; j; j0Þ 2 ½q; q; q�; j 6¼ j0

T

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

, in which g ∈ G, x; y; b1;…; bq 2 Z�
p and

T ∈ GT. The goal of the algorithm B is to determine whether T = e g; gð Þyxqþ1

. For this purpose, B plays
the role of challenger and interacts with the adversary A in the following game.

1) Init. The algorithm B receives an access structure FS from the adversary A. We assume thatMA in FS

is a l × n share generating matrix.

2) Setup. B arbitrarily picks five numbers ~u; ~h;~v; a; ~b 2 Zp randomly and sets: g 2 G;w ¼ gx,

u ¼ g~u �Qðj;kÞ2½l;n� ðgx
k=b2j ÞMAj;k

, h ¼ g
~h �Qðj;kÞ2½l;n� ðgx

k=b2j Þ�qðjÞMAj;k
,v ¼ g~v �Qðj;kÞ2½l;n� ðga

k=bjÞMAj;k
,

eðg; gÞb ¼ eðgx; gxqÞ � eðg; gÞ~b. Then, PP = (p, G,GT , e, g, u, h, w, v, eðg; gÞa, eðg; gÞb) is public so A can

receive. xqþ1 þ ~b implicitly represents β which means B cannot obtain the value of β.

3) Phase 1. For every query from adversary A, B replies with the corresponding private key. However,
above queried attribute sets fail to match the access structure defined by AST. Since AST is not an authorized
set, there is a vector ~x ¼ ðx1;…;xnÞ? 2 Zn

p such that ω1 = 1 and MAs � ~x ¼ 0 for all
ftjt 2 ½l�;qðtÞ 2 ASTg. Then it randomly selects a number ~c 2 Z�

p , and calculates

c¼~cþx1xq þ x2xq�1 þ…þ xnxqþ1�n ¼ ~cþ P
i2½n�

xixqþ1�i. So, ct can be calculated implicitly

¼~ctþ~c � P
i02½l�

qði0Þ=2AST

bi0

At � qði0Þþ
P

ði;i0Þ2½n;l�
qði0Þ=2AST

xibi0x
qþ1�i

At � qði0Þ . Therefore, the private key can be calculated as follows:

K0 ¼ gbwc ¼ gx
qþ1
g
~bgx~c

Y
i2½n�

gxixqþ2�i ¼ g
~bðgxÞ~c

Yn
i¼2

ðgxqþ2�iÞxi
(8)

K1 ¼ gc ¼ g~c
Y
i2½n�

ðgxqþ1�iÞxi
(9)

Kt;2 ¼ gct ¼ g~ct �
Y
i02½l�

qði0Þ=2AST

ðgbi0 Þ~c=ðAt�qði0ÞÞ �
Y

ði;i0Þ2½n;l�
qði0Þ=2AST

ðgbi0xqþ1�iÞxi=ðAt�qði0ÞÞ
(10)
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Kt;3 ¼ ðuAthÞ~ct � ðKt;2=g~ctÞ~uAtþ~h�
Q

ði0;j;kÞ2½l;l;n�
qði0Þ=2AST

ðgbi0 xk=b2j Þ~cðAt�qðjÞÞMAj;k=ðAt�qði0ÞÞ � Q
ði;i0;j;kÞ2½n;l;l;n�

qði0Þ=2AST ;ðj6¼i0_i6¼kÞ

ðgbi0 xqþ1þk�i=b2j ÞðAt�qðjÞÞxiMAj;k=ðAt�qði0ÞÞ

�v~c
Y
i2½n�

ðgxqþ1�iÞ�~vxi �
Y

ði;j;kÞ2½n;l;n�
i 6¼k

ðgxqþ1þk�i=bjÞ�xiMAj;k
: (11)

4) Challenge. A sends algorithm B two equal-length messagesM0,M1. B chooses β ∈ {0, 1} at random,
and implicitly constructs a vector ~w¼ ðw;wxþ ~w2;wx

2 þ ~w3;…;wxn�1 þ ~wnÞ?, where ~w2;
~w3;…; ~wn 2 Zp.

The vector ~l¼MA~w can be computed as:

~l¼
X
i2½n�

MAt;iyx
i�1 þ

Xn
i¼2

MAt;i
~wi ¼

X
i2½n�

MAt;iyx
i�1 þ ~lt (12)

B implicitly sets &t¼ �ybt and calculates

CM ¼ Mb � T � eðg; gyÞ~b (13)

C1 ¼ gy (14)

Ct;A1¼wltv&t ¼w~lt �
Y
i2½n�

gMAt;iyxi � ðgybtÞ�~v �
Y

ðj;kÞ2½l;n�
g�MAj;kxkybt=bj ¼w~lt � ðgybtÞ�~v �

Y
ðj;kÞ2½l;n�

j 6¼t

ðgyxkbt=bjÞ�MAj;k
(15)

Ct;A2¼ ðuqðtÞhÞ&t ¼ ðgybtÞ�ð~uqðtÞþ~hÞ �
Y

ðj;kÞ2½l;n�
j 6¼t

ðgyxkbt=b2j Þ�ðqðtÞ�qðjÞÞMAj;k
(16)

Ct;A3¼g&t ¼ ðgybtÞ�1 (17)

Then, B sets CTM ¼ ðCM ;C1; fCt;A1;Ct;A2; ;Ct;A3gt2½l�Þ and creates CTK as in the algorithm Encrypt.
Finally, B returns A the challenge ciphertext CT ¼ ðCTM ;CTKÞ.

5) Phase 2. Consistent with Phase 1.

6) Guess. Finally, A produces its guess b0∈{0, 1} for β. If b0 ¼ b, it signifies that T and eðg; gÞyxqþ1

are
equal, then B returns 1. On the contrary, the returned result is 0.

It is clear that if T is equal to eðg; gÞyxqþ1

, then the ciphertext is legal and valid. Thus, Pr[b0 ¼ b] = 1/2 ± ε.
On the contrary, the ciphertext is illegal and thus Pr[b0 ¼ b] = 1/2. Hence, B solves the above decisional (q-1)
problem with advantage ε.

This proves Theorem 2.

4 Performance Analysis

Next, we evaluate our scheme by comparing it with the previous EABEKS schemes in [7,50] in terms of
property, security, computation cost, storage cost and communication cost. The symbols used in the
comparisons are listed in Tab. 2.
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4.1 Comparisons

Tab. 3 shows the properties and security of three compared EABEKS schemes. The scheme in [7] is built
over the inefficient composite-order groups, while the scheme in [50] and ours are over the prime-order
groups. The composite-order groups have longer elements and higher computation costs than the prime-
order groups. Commonly, a cryptographic operation over the composite-order groups costs several times
more than the same operation over the prime-order groups. Therefore, the scheme in [50] suffers from
low performance. In addition, although the search expression ability of the schemes in [7,50] is the same
as that of our scheme, they do not support unbounded system keyword universe. In our scheme, all
performance parameters (including the communication cost and the computation cost) are independent on
the number of keywords in the system keyword universe (as shown in Tabs. 4 and 5). For the scheme
security, our scheme is strictly proven to achieve both the IND-CPA security and the IND-CKA security.
The scheme in [7] only achieves the IND-CPA security, while the scheme in [50] only achieves the IND-
CKA security.

Table 2: Symbols and meanings

Symbols Meanings

n Number of keywords in the system keyword universe

l Number of rows of shared generation matrix in access structure

k Number of attributes used in encryption

X1 Number of authorization sets

X2 Number of elements in all authorization sets

X3 Number of keywords in a search predicate

|G| Bit-length of an element in the group G

|GT| Bit-length of an element in the group GT

Ex Time of an exponentiation operation

Pa Time of a bilinear pairing operation

Table 3: Properties and security of the compared EABEKS schemes

Schemes Group type Unbounded
keywords

Keyword
search type

Message ciphertext
security

Keyword
ciphertext security

[7] Composite-order no AND, OR IND-CPA No proof

[50] Prime-order no AND, OR No message
encryption function

IND-CKA

Ours Prime-order yes AND, OR IND-CPA IND-CKA

Table 4: Communication and storage overhead comparison

Schemes Public parameter Trapdoor Ciphertext

[7] (n+3)|G|+|GT| 2l|G| (2k+1)|G|+|GT|

[50] 9|G|+|GT| ((4n+6)l+2)|G| 6|G|+|GT|

Ours 5|G|+2|GT| 3l|G| (2k+1)|G|+|GT|
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Tabs. 4 and 5 show the communication/storage cost and the computation cost of three schemes. Because
the scheme in [50] does not offer the message encryption function, the comparisons mainly consider the
keyword search part of each scheme. As usually, the communication/storage cost of a parameter is
measured by the size of the involved group elements. For example, the public parameter in our scheme
includes five elements in the group G and two elements in the group GT. Therefore, the length of the
public parameter is (5|G| + 2|GT|) bits. The computation cost of an algorithm is evaluated by the time
costs of all involved cryptographic operations. For example, to produce a trapdoor, our scheme needs to
calculate 5l exponentiations in G. Thus, the time cost of the trapdoor algorithm in our scheme is about 5lEx.

Since the scheme in [7] is based on the composite-order groups, its performance is far lower than that of
the scheme in [50] and ours. Therefore, we only make the following comparisons between the scheme in [50]
and ours. For the communication and storage overhead, it is easy to see that our scheme has obvious
advantage on the sizes of the public parameter and the trapdoor. The size of a ciphertext in our scheme is
longer than that in [50], when the ciphertext encrypts more than two keywords. However, the scheme in
[50] is not independent on n (i.e., the number of the keywords in the system keyword universe). The size
of the trapdoor in the scheme is related to n. Therefore, it is not suitable for the applications with large
system keyword universe or unbounded system keyword universe.

4.2 Simulation Results

To make a clear computation cost comparison, we simulate our scheme and the scheme in [50] by using
the pairing-based cryptography library PBC-0.5.14 on a computer running Windows 7 (64 bit) with Intel
Core i7 CPU (2.3 GHz) and 8 GB RAM. We implement the bilinear map based on the Type A bilinear
pairing over a 512-bit elliptic curve.

Since the computation cost of the Encrypt algorithm and the Trapdoor algorithm in [50] is related to the
total amount of attributes, we selected 100 keywords randomly to establish the keyword universe. Figs. 3–6
show the experimental results. We randomly choose 2~10 keywords to generate a search predicate and
produce the trapdoor from the predicate. Actually, the number of keywords in a search query is usually
no more than 10 in practice application. As shown in Fig. 3, to generate a trapdoor for 2, 4, 6, 8,
10 keywords in our scheme costs about 0.032 ms, 0.059 ms, 0.085 ms, 0.119 ms, and 0.162 ms,
respectively, while that in scheme [50] is about 5.12 ms, 9.44 ms, 14.36 ms, 19.48 ms, and 24.6 ms,
respectively. To evaluate the time cost of the encryption algorithm, we select different keyword sets
containing 10–50 random keywords to generate the ciphertexts. The time cost of encryption for 10, 20,
30, 40, 50 keywords in our scheme is about 0.019 ms, 0.035 ms, 0.051 ms, 0.065 ms, and 0.079 ms,
respectively, while that in the scheme [50] is about 0.0482 ms, 0.0485 ms, 0.049 ms, 0.0494 ms, and
0.0498 ms, respectively. Obviously, our scheme enjoys obvious advantage in the efficiency of the
trapdoor algorithm. For the time cost of the encryption algorithm, our scheme becomes less efficient
when the ciphertext contains more than 30 keywords. However, in practice, it is very seldom and even
impossible to encrypt so many keywords in one ciphertext.

Table 5: Computation cost comparison

Schemes Trapdoor Encrypt Test

[7] 3lEx (k+2)Ex 2X2Ex+2X2Pa

[50] ((8n+3)l+2)Ex (n+2)Ex 6X2Ex+7Pa

Ours 5lEx (4k+2)Ex X2Ex+3X2Pa
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The time costs of the test algorithm in our scheme and [50] are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. In
our experiment, the number of keywords in the trapdoor is set from 2 to 10, while the number of keywords in
the ciphertext is set from 10 to 50. For example, when the ciphertext contains 20 keywords and the number of
keywords in the trapdoor is from 2 to 10, the test algorithm of our scheme costs 8.245 ms, 9.311 ms, 10.1 ms,
10.5 ms and12.5 ms, respectively, while that in the scheme [50] is about 13.945 ms 15.711 ms, 14.9 ms,
16.2 ms, 16.5 ms, respectively. From Figs. 5 and 6, we can see that the time cost of the test algorithm in
our scheme is lower than that in [50].

Overall, the experimental results show that our scheme has better computation efficiency than the
scheme in [50].

Figure 3: Computation cost of the trapdoor algorithm

Figure 4: Computation cost of the encryption algorithm
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, an efficient EABEKS scheme that supports unbounded attribute universe and keyword
universe is proposed. The proposed scheme has the merits of expressive keyword search ability and fine-
grained access control ability. The scheme is designed based on the efficient prime-order groups. In
addition, its performance is independent on the sizes of system attribute universe and keyword universe.
Therefore, it is very suitable for the applications with large system keyword/attribute universe. So far, all
EABEKS constructions depend on the costly bilinear pairing. Therefore, to design a lightweight
EABEKS scheme that does not use bilinear pairing and can be implemented on the resource-limited
devices would be one of our future research works.

Figure 6: Computation cost of the test algorithm in the scheme [50]

Figure 5: Computation cost of the test algorithm in our scheme
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